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ABSTRACT

Artificial Intelligence (AI) and its branch Natural Language Processing (NLP) in particular are main contributors to recent advances in classifying documentation and extracting information from assorted fields. Medicine being one that has gathered a lot of attention due to the amount of information generated in public professional journals and other means of communication within the medical profession. The typical information extraction task from technical texts is performed via an automatic term recognition extractor. Automatic Term Recognition (ATR) from technical texts is applied for the identification of key concepts for information retrieval and, secondarily, for machine translation. Term recognition depends on the subject domain and the lexical patterns of a given language, in our case, Spanish, Arabic and Japanese. In this article, we present the methods and techniques for creating a biomedical corpus of validated terms, with several tools for optimal exploitation of the information therewith contained in said corpus. This paper also shows how these techniques and tools have been used in a prototype.
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I. INTRODUCTION

TERMINOLOGY is a branch of Applied Linguistics whose main goal is the creation of specialized or technical language. Thematic domains are by themselves the realm of a specific sublanguage, adapted to designing the concepts in each topic or knowledge area. In this sublanguage, many exclusive terms coexist with those that have acquired meanings other than those common to the general language. Elaborating a terminological dictionary is a multidisciplinary task that requires contributions from both lexicographers and subject matter experts in order to define a specific term in the most precise way.

Some fields, that show a rapid evolution in the area, need to include new concepts at a very fast pace and require constant work in detecting those concepts and proceeding to normalize or standardize. Medical terminology is one such field where the sheer number of specialized terms exceeds the usual number of specialized terms in other knowledge areas, when taking into account both simple lemmas and compound forms. New terms and concepts are generated in a very dynamic fashion and this needs computing tools such as automatic recognizers (as part of the information extraction process). These applications analyze digital texts and identify candidates that can be terms of a given domain, so it can be validated by an expert (akin to a supervised learning process).

II. BASIC CONCEPTS AND TECHNIQUES

A. Automatic Recognition of Terms and Concepts in Digital Texts

1) Objectives

Term Extraction or Automatic Term Recognition (ATR) is a field in language technology that involves “extraction of technical terms from domain-specific language corpora” [1], or identifying term candidates in texts of lists of words [2]. The original interest lies not in creating terminology resources, but in extracting words or expressions that identify topics in a document. This use is typical when working with medical texts [3], as a tool for information extraction and text mining [4]. Different NLP techniques are described in detail in Moreno Sandoval and Redondo, 2016 [5].

In order to detect new terms and concepts, texts that are recent and also representative are required. Corpus Linguistics, with an ever-growing influence in recent years due to the availability of large datasets, has the compilation of texts of a given domain as one of the main objectives. Documents must be digital, so searches or other computational handling can be performed, such as morphosyntactic annotation and statistical analysis. Once the medical corpus is created, the automatic recognizer will extract a number of candidate terms.

In Terminology there are well-established methodological traditions to enhance lexicography resources and build data banks following standard procedures [6]. However, the speed at which new terms (neologisms) are created in certain knowledge areas makes this approach extremely costly. It is at this precise point where systems for automatic extraction of terms are of great help, but always considering that the final “word” lies in the hands of the area expert.
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2) Domain and Difficulties

In the classical definition of Terminology, a term or terminological unit is a linguistic expression of a concept in a specialized domain [7]. From the perspective of ATR, the task consists in identifying how a term is defined under the following lines [8]:

- **Unithood**: the degree of cohesion or stability of words in an expression.
- **Termhood**: the degree of specificity of the term with respect to the knowledge area. For instance, *hepatic* is related to a medical domain, not to aeronautics or space.

The main difficulties in Unithood are located in recognizing syntagmatic structures and the boundaries between words in compounds (*multiword terms*). For instance, the ATR should detect as candidate terms *infarto* (*infarct* or *heart attack*), *infarto de miocardio* (*myocardial infarct*) and *infarto agudo de miocardio* (*acute myocardial infarct*), but not *possible infarto* (*possible infarct*).

In Termhood it is typical to find polysemic terms that do belong in different knowledge areas. For instance, *nuclear* is a term both in Physics and in Genetics or Biology. Using resources of terms in other areas can lead to achieving wrong results.

In addition, there are two phenomena that make things more complicated in recognizing biomedical terms: **variation** and **homonymy**. In the former case, the problem appears when a knowledge area holds a great number of formal variations of the same term. This affects both simple terms (*atacressorosis~atacroesorosis*) and compound terms (*carcinoma microcítico de pulmón~carcinoma microcítico pulmonar*). Ananiadou and Nenadic [9] distinguish five types of terminological variation, that are basically just formal alternatives:

- **Ortography**: *alfa-amilasas~amilasa alfa~amilasa*
- **Morphology**: *obsesiva-compulsiva~obsesivo-compulsivas*
- **Lexicon**: *infarto de corazón~infarto cardiaco*
- **Structure**: *virus del papiloma humano~papilomavirus humano*
- **Acronyms and abbreviations**: SST~ST, both referring to somatostatina

In addition to constant creation of neologisms in the biomedical area, foreign influence is sourcing new variations. Linguistic calques or loan translations with little or no adaptation to the new language are one such example. In biomedical texts in Spanish, terms like *bypass*, *by pass* and *baipás* appear quite naturally. Another example is the increasing inclusion of modifiers to already existing terms: *deficiencia de hexosaminidasa A~deficiencia total de hexosaminidasa A*. An essential task for both human experts and ATR is to normalize formal variations representing the same concept. The existence of multilingual ontologies and metathesauruses, such as those integrated in UMLS (*Unified Medical Language System*) [10], provide an essential contribution. This resource includes several thesaurus and terminological works: *Medical Subject Headings* (*MeSH*) [11], *Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine – Clinical Terms* (*SNOMED-CT*) [12], or version 10 of the International Classification of Diseases (*ICD-10*) [13]. UMLS contains unique identification codes associated to each terminology variation in different resources. For example, code C0817096 refers to *breast or thoracic cavity* in MeSH and also the term *thoracic or thorax* in SNOMED-CT.

On the other hand, term homonymy, especially acronyms, is another challenge for ATR. For instance, *IM* can refer to both *insuficiencia mitral* and *infarto de miocardio*. Without the contribution in contextual and domain knowledge from terminology experts it is very difficult to decide in which concept the acronym belongs. Some systems try to solve this by restricting the lexicon to a specific field [14], but in several cases, this presents problems since limits or boundaries between biomedical areas are rather fuzzy.

3) Approaches and Methods

Although several authors distinguish basically between linguistic techniques and statistical techniques [15], in term recognition several heterogeneous methods are combined so as to achieve the best results, as will be shown below. In a conventional way, the different approaches towards ATR are classified along four types: a) dictionary-based, b) rule-based, c) statistics-based and machine learning, d) hybrid [16].

- **Dictionary-based approaches** use digital resources such as grammar words without content (also known as *stop words*), as well as ontologies, glossaries and domain thesaurus. These lists allow the filtering of the text: with the former, words of no interest get eliminated and with the latter, terms are singularly identified. This approach is the most efficient and simple, but it tends to be rather incomplete and it is not available in all domains nor for all researchers. An example is detailed in Segura-Bedmar et al [17], where the UMLS metathesaurus and other name lists of generic drugs were used, with the objective of identifying and classifying pharmacological names in biomedicine texts.

- **Rule-based approaches** use pattern analysis of the term creation (for example, compounds by addition, hyphenated compounds, syntagmatic patterns) and grammar knowledge (morphological analysis of the terms, lists of lemmas and affixes). This approach has abundantly been used from 1990 onwards. Morphological description of lemmas and affixes, for instance, has been used to detect medical terms [18]; and other researchers used concatenated category pattern-based algorithms [19]. For Spanish, noun phrases (or nominal syntagmas) have been used for medical terms extraction [20]. In general, an effective strategy can be achieved if work focuses on a language with Greek and Latin bases to create new terms. This, however, is not the case in all domains nor all languages [21].

With respect to statistics-based techniques, the foundation lies in measuring the degree of distinctiveness [22] of a word or lemma in a specialized context in contrast with their frequency in a general corpus. The two most common are the log-likelihood ratio test [23] and the logDice metrics used in The Sketch Engine [24]. The central idea of these techniques is to know which words or terms over- or under-used in the corpus for analysis when compared to the frequency of the same words in a reference corpus. In our case we take a corpus of medical terms (*Multimédica*) and compare it to the *Reference Corpus of Current Spanish* (*Corpus de Referencia del Español Actual – CREA*), that contains a balanced set of texts coming from different domains and linguistic registers. However, there are other statistics-based techniques, such as Mutual Information Metric [25] or the use of Distributional Semantics and lexical collocation [26]. For Spanish, the experiment for term detection has been run on a corpus of scientific texts by using n-grams and their likelihood and distribution in such corpus [27]. An algorithm to analyze lexical, morphological, syntactic features has been used to compare this with a reference corpus [28].

Machine Learning’s approaches are a special type of using statistical techniques that consist in training algorithms with data from corpus that has been previously annotated by experts in the knowledge area. Machine Learning algorithms (among others, *Hidden Markov Models – HMM, Support Vector Machines – SVM, or Decision Trees*) identify features in the annotated terms and apply them to a new data set. The most basic type is called *classifier*, that divides words in a text between terms and non terms. Lastly, current advances in neural network research are yielding promising methods for sequence modeling tasks (such as PoS or NER). Biomedical entity recognition is being enhanced through *Recurrent Neural Network* (*RNN*) models, namely *Long-Short-Term Memory Networks* [29] and hybrid architectures combining *Conditional Random Fields* (*CRFs*) [30], attention mechanisms and language modelling [31], among others. These kinds of approaches use
vector representation of words along with their occurrence context or frequency distribution (word embeddings) [32] [33].

Hybrid techniques combine two or more techniques mentioned above. The most usual case uses a linguistic approach (dictionaries and rules of term formation) and a statistical metric, a hybrid method already developed for Spanish [34].

III. BIOMEDICAL NLP USE CASE – MULTIMEDICA

MultiMedica (Multilingual Information Extraction in Health Domain and its Application to Scientific and Informative Documents) was a coordinated project between the LABDA research group (UC3M), the GSI group (UPM) and the LLI (UAM), the latter group being in charge of the following tasks:

1. Compilation of a specialized corpus of texts about health topics. The corpus gathers documents in three languages with different genetic and typological features: Arabic, Japanese and Spanish.
2. Morpho-syntactic tagging of the corpora.
3. Contrastive research on term formation.
5. Design of a web-based search tool.

A. The Corpus

The initial experiment used a corpus of text in Spanish, a corpus that was later extended to include text in Japanese and Arabic. The subcorpus consists of 4,200 documents with a total of 4 million words. The textual typology covers from general articles written by doctors with a no-specialist audience in mind (typically reviewed and edited by journalists) up to scientific texts for a specialized audience (i.e. healthcare professionals). Technical/specialized texts prevail over general content (more than 80% correspond to technical texts), with most of the medical specialties represented in a balanced number. This qualifies the corpus as a reliable source to produce a list of valuable candidate terms. As an interesting addition, the corpus was morphosyntactically annotated (category and lemma), in order to allow for searches and agreement [35].

The MultiMedica corpus has gathered 51,476 biomedical texts in different genres (popular and technical texts) written in Spanish, Japanese and Arabic. The tool enables two main functions: queries in the medical corpus and medical term extraction of an input text. The tool presents a web interface for ease of use.

Table I outlines the composition of the corpus (number of texts and words/characters):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subcorpus</th>
<th>Documents</th>
<th>Word or characters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>3,746</td>
<td>1,131,304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>43,526</td>
<td>2,559,323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>4,204</td>
<td>4,031,174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>51,476</td>
<td>7,721,801</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Spanish corpus is made up of three subcollections: The \textit{Harrison} subcorpus assembles professional and scientific texts written by medical doctors; the \textit{OCU-Salud} subcollection gathers journalistic texts written by medical doctors and edited by journalists; and finally, the \textit{Tu otro médico} subcollection collects popularized texts from encyclopaedic articles written by professional doctors for non-specialists. Regarding the Arabic corpus, gathering documents was made difficult by the fact that most medical doctors in the Arabic-speaking world write articles in English. Most documents in this subcorpus were articles and popularized news collected from \textit{Altibbi}, a Jordanian medical website equivalent to \textit{Healthline} in the United States. The remaining texts were drawn from the health sections of the following journals: \textit{Al-Awsat} (from Saudi Arabia), \textit{Youm7} (from Egypt), and \textit{El Khabar} (from Algeria).

In relation to the Japanese corpus, only abstracts of five medical journals were collected, due, again, to the lack of availability of data. However, the texts gather contents on different specialties: Oriental medicine in Japan (from the journal \textit{Kampo Medicine}), infectious diseases (\textit{Kansenshogaku Zasshi}), liver diseases (\textit{Kanzo}), otolaryngology, (\textit{ORLTokyo}), and obstetrics (\textit{Sanfujinka no shinpo}).

B. Methodology and Pipeline

We summarize some experiments carried out on ATR of medical terms (full details are explained in another paper) [36]. For the initial experiment only identifying simple terms (those with one single word, such as \textit{aspirina} or \textit{ADN}) or words as part of a compound (\textit{ácido ascórbico} in \textit{ácido ascórbico}, or \textit{Down in sindrome de Down}) was considered. The objective was to evaluate which of the previous strategies would provide the best results. The process followed three steps (see Fig. 1):

1. Preselect candidates by means of one of the three methods
2. Filtering of term candidates by means of a list of biomedical lemmas and affixes
3. Manual check of each candidate term by consulting bibliography or other resources

![Fig. 1. Phases of the term extractor][36]

1) Preselect Terms Following each Method

Each method for term candidate extraction is not based on a similar strategy, and consequently the list obtained from each has a different size, although it is applied to the same data set. However, obtaining more candidates does not mean that the rate of success increases.

The first method uses a morphological tagger. It is an example of the rule-based type: the analyzer contains a set of recognition rules and analysis of words in Spanish. Here only words with the tag "unknown" (\textit{desconocido}) are of interest, because medical terms are assumed to have a morphological structure not included in the analyzer used: GRAMPAL [37] covers a lexicon with more than 50,000 lemmas of general use and is capable of analyzing more than 500,000 inflection forms. Obviously, GRAMPAL contains a large number of medical terms that have found their way into the common lexicon, as would be collected in any reference dictionary (DRAE or Maria Moliner being the most typical ones). But similarly, most of the specific and technical terms of the domain are not included (i.e, \textit{ADN} or \textit{distal}). After an initial run over the corpus with 4 million words, a total of 22,413 “unknowns” were produced, which then were listed as term candidates.

The second method uses a corpus-based strategy: words in MultiMedica are compared with those in the Spanish general corpus (CREA). Given that it is a large and balanced corpus, it can be considered as a reliable reference of general use of words in Spanish. CREA contains no less than 150 million words and around 700,000 different forms. However, this list presents around 50% of noisy words for the experiment: foreign words, orthographic and typographic mistakes as well as proper nouns. A task for cleaning up the list reduced the total number to 350,000 distinct forms. A lot of medical terms of general use (as opposed to technical or professional use) appear on this list, and, additionally, proper nouns such as Down or Alzheimer, that...
are part of compound terms, were removed. However, when reviewing the number of proper nouns that are not relevant, we chose to eliminate all of them. After this process, only a total of 23,239 candidate terms were included in the list, which are words that are not in the reviewed list in CREA. To provide additional context to the relative size that has been handled, a lexicon like GRAMPAL with 50,000 lemmas generates around 150,000 different forms more than those in a corpus like CREA with more than 150 million words.

The third method uses a purely statistical technique: the Log-Likelihood (LLH) is applied to identify distinct words in the medical corpus [38]. This test is always used in programs checking agreement (such as, Wordsmith or AntConc) to extract keywords in a text. The process performs a comparison of the occurrence frequency between the words in a given corpus with those in a reference corpus. In this case, MultiMedica was compared with the CREA version already preprocessed (see above). To achieve 99.9% of confidence rate, we applied a threshold of significance in 10.83. As a result, the list of candidate terms contains only words with a test value above 10, which renders a list of just 8,667 candidate terms.

Several natural language processing (NLP) techniques were utilized. First, each collection was processed and tags for part-of-speech were included. The Spanish subcorpus was tagged by using GRAMPAL [39], already mentioned. The tagging process is semisupervised, as it requires manual revision to ensure annotation quality. A random sample representing 5% of the popularized texts in Spanish was revised twice to compute the inter-annotator agreement (IAA) value. This was assessed by computing the F-measure, as exposed in Hripcsak and Rothschild (2005) [40], and it was found that both annotators agreed in about 98 per cent of the texts.

Herrero et al. (2014) [41] explain the methodology followed in the creation of the morphological tagging for the Japanese corpus. After considering three different taggers (ChaSen, Mecab and Juman), Juman was chosen, because it provides good segmentation and a wider range of morphological information. Similarly, the Arabic corpus was automatically annotated using the PoS tagger MADA+Tokan [42]. Finally, the tagged texts were indexed for all languages to enhance online queries.

2) Filtering with a List of Affixes and Lemmas

The next step was to create lists of medical terms for each language. The Spanish list was compiled semi-automatically, combining rule-based, tagger-based and statistical approaches [43], as already described in the section above. A gold standard list included terms that appeared in leading medical dictionaries (e.g., RANN 2011, Dorland 2005). A silver-standard list gathered terms that were found only in biomedical books and journals.

Regarding Japanese, a single list was compiled with terms from several medical dictionaries: *Online Life Science Dictionary* [44] and *Japanese-English-Chinese Dictionary* (1994). As for Arabic, the final list is a combination of full terms translated from English resources (SNOMED and UMLS) and a list of Arabic words equivalent to Spanish prefixes and suffixes, such as -itis, cardio-, etc. [45].

An initial review of the candidate terms shows that some kind of filter must be applied to the list since it contains words not included in the lexicon of the morphological analyzer nor in the CREA list, but that are words of common usage (i.e. *tabies* or *vuniculador*). To further enhance the precision of the selected terms a program was applied for identifying affixes and lemmas of medical terms. The program contains 2,128 items, including orthographic variations such as *aden-* or *adeno-*.• Greek and Latin affixes in the medical knowledge area (i.e. *cardio-, -itis*) and frequent medical lemmas (i.e. *pancrea-*), collected from several sources of medical terms [46]. To avoid false positives, highly frequent affixes were removed from the list, because they are not restricted to the biomedical domain (such as *pre-* or *-able*).• Lemmas and affixes for identifying pharmacological compounds (*-cavir*) and biochemical substances (*but- or *-sterol*). All of them have been compiled from lists proposed and approved by the *World Health Organization* (WHO) [47], as well as lists approved by the *American Medical Association* (AMA) [48] for clinical compounds official denominations. As most of scientific English affixes have a unique correspondence with equivalent Spanish affixes, the adaptation was direct with a minimal effort, especially for those ending in vowels such as *-me > -ina (creativa > creatina)*.

In order to obtain the final list, all possible variations of each affix and lemma have been generated. On one side, graphic variations due to diacritics (i.e. tilde), such as *próst-* (as in *próstata*) and *prost-* (as in *prostático*). On the other hand, variations due to an epenthetic vowel: *escol- scoli-*. And finally, variations due to gender and number inflection, such as the suffix *-génico* can have four different forms: *-génico, -génica, -génicos and -génicas*.

The program that compares affixes with the candidate terms first compares each candidate with all affixes appearing in two different lists (prefixes and suffixes). When a candidate term contains a biomedical affix or lemma, it is considered a potential term. Fig. 1 above displays the whole process.

3) Manual Verification of each Proposed Term

The last phase performs a manual review of all the candidate terms, by confirming or rejecting each term. The final result can be called a gold standard or set of reference terms with all validated forms. For a term to be validated, it must appear in a well-known and accepted medical source. In order to avoid subjectivity, the decision is based on consulting the following reference works, and in this order:

- *Diccionario de Términos Médicos* [49]: with almost 52,000 terms
- *Diccionario Médico Enciclopédico Dorland* [50]: more than 112,000 terms
- *Diccionario Espasa Medicina* [51]: 18,000 terms (collected by medical professionals in the Universidad de Navarra)
- *Dicriomed* [52]: around 7,000 terms (with a historic and etymological approach).

Similarly, terms found regularly in journals and books of biomedical research have been validated and included in the list. Table II is a summary of the classification criteria followed in order to accept or reject a term.

![TABLE II. FOUR TYPES OF TERMS](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term classification</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accept</td>
<td>páncreas, ADN ... RAS, cisternalco ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reject</td>
<td>*perivena, *croup ... Aragón, Pfizer ...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Biomedicine is an extremely wide area for research, and establishing clear-cut boundaries to the domain is almost impossible. The terms of the golden standard come in such fields as Anatomy (*bigado > liver, nefrona > nephron*), Microbiology (*cilio, “Escherichia*”), Genetics (*transcripción, ARN*), Oncology (*oncogén, leukenia*), Biochemistry (*fisforilación, amina*), Pharmacology (*aspirina, prozac*), History of Medicine (*frenología, miasm*), or Surgery and other medical techniques or procedures (*tomografía, maniobra*), among others.
Terms from other knowledge areas not strictly related to biomedicine, but common in medical texts were also accepted. For instance, concepts referring to statistical metrics (variable, significance), agents involved in a disease, like poisonous animals or environmental conditions (anopheles, vipéridos, contaminación) or plants producing pharmacological substances (Vinca, cornezuelo). In total, the list contains 24,639 terms.

4) Developing a Term Extractor for Each Language

Each language required a different approach in order to build the term extractor. The Spanish extractor uses lists of terms, medical roots and affixes, the GRAMPAL tagger, and rules for multi-words and context patterns. The processing of the input text to detect candidate terms is as follows. First, a dictionary-based method that relies on pattern matching is applied. Each item found in the gold standard list is marked as a highly reliable candidate term (e.g., pulmón, ‘lung’). Likewise, each term found in the silver standard list is selected as a medium reliable candidate term (e.g., secundario, ‘secondary’). In the third stage, those words that were not found in any list are POS-tagged through the GRAMPAL tagger. Unrecognized items (i.e., words not included in the lexicon of the tagger, which was designed for the general language) are then filtered using a list of biomedical roots and affixes (e.g., hemat(o)-, an affix related to blood). In this way, for example, an adverb such as hematologicamente (‘hematologically’) may be recognized as a term and highlighted with medium reliability. The last stage involves applying multi-word formation rules to the previous list of candidate terms. If any element of the multi-word candidate term has medium reliability, the whole unit is highlighted as such. For example, if the term complejo (‘complex,’ medium reliability) and amigdalino (‘tonsillar,’ high reliability) are recognized, a multi-word rule will join both terms in complejo amigdalino (‘tonsillar complex’) and mark it as a medium reliability candidate term.

5) Interaction with the MultiMedica Corpus

Users can perform queries in the corpus in two ways: simple word search (“Search” tab, “Consulta” in the Spanish version) and medical term search (“Medical Term Search” tab, “Consulta de Términos Médicos” in Spanish). In addition, users can input a free text to detect and extract candidate terms in the domain (“Medical Term Extractor,” “Extractor de Términos Médicos”).

a) Word Search

Any word in the corpus can be searched according to form, lemma or part-of-speech (POS). For example, if the user inputs the lemma cáncer, the results may be cáncer or cánceres (respectively, ‘cancer’ or ‘cancers’). The user has the option of looking up the collocations of the word as well as its frequency and log-likelihood value.

In the search results, frequency values are normalized per million words (hereafter, pmw). Counts are also compared to the frequencies in the Corpus de la Real Academia Española (CREA) corpus. This makes it possible to know the distinctiveness of the searched word in a specialized corpus and in relation to a general language corpus. For example, when the word hepatitis is searched, the normalized frequency in the MultiMedica corpus is 385.8 pmw, and 6.1 pmw in the CREA corpus. This shows that this token is highly related to this specialized genre. In contrast, if corazón (‘heart’) is searched, the normalized frequency in the MultiMedica corpus drops to 140.8 pmw, which is close to the normal frequency in the CREA corpus (125.3 pmw). This indicates that corazón appears with a similar frequency in a health and a general corpus. Since this is a polysemous word, other senses beyond the anatomical context are used in the general language (e.g., related to feelings, or as a synonym of ‘nucleus’ or ‘core”).

The word search for Spanish, Arabic, and Japanese are shown in Fig. 3, 4 and 5, respectively.
The search tool for the Spanish corpus also provides information about word distribution (i.e., its frequency in each type of text). This feature makes it possible to compare different text genres (popular vs. technical documents). If we search for dolor de espalda (‘upper back pain’), the results show that this term is more frequent in popularized texts than in technical texts. However, when we search for dorsalgia (the technical synonym of ‘dolor de espalda’), the results reveal that this term is restricted to academic documents.

b) Medical Term Search

The medical term search allows users to look up the most frequent medical terms in the corpus. An autocomplete function provides a list of all the possible terms that contain the typed letters introduced by the user. The list is based on the 5,000 more frequent terms in the corpus.

c) Medical Term Extractor

The medical term extractor detects candidate terms from an input text (Fig. 6 and 7). The tool highlights medical terms according to their level of reliability: high (terms included in the gold standard list) and medium (terms in the silver list). The user may also download the term list in text format for further use. In addition, terms that are found in the BabelNet dictionary [56] contain a hyperlink to this resource, which provides their translation in many languages.

IV. Future Work

Biomedical Natural Language Processing (BioNLP) is receiving a growing interest from both academia and industrial specialized applications. The specific field of biomedical text mining is one of the most mature domains. Biomedical text mining, of which term extraction is just one area, is providing great advances in terms of widespread availability of expert-annotated text resources, biomedical term banks, and a great number of information extraction components.

Fig. 4. Search medical terms in Arabic [53].

Fig. 5. Search medical terms in Japanese [53].

The search tool for the Spanish corpus also provides information about word distribution (i.e., its frequency in each type of text). This feature makes it possible to compare different text genres (popular vs. technical documents). If we search for dolor de espalda (‘upper back pain’), the results show that this term is more frequent in popularized texts than in technical texts. However, when we search for dorsalgia (the technical synonym of ‘dolor de espalda’), the results reveal that this term is restricted to academic documents.

b) Medical Term Search

The medical term search allows users to look up the most frequent medical terms in the corpus. An autocomplete function provides a list of all the possible terms that contain the typed letters introduced by the user. The list is based on the 5,000 more frequent terms in the corpus.

c) Medical Term Extractor

The medical term extractor detects candidate terms from an input text (Fig. 6 and 7). The tool highlights medical terms according to their level of reliability: high (terms included in the gold standard list) and medium (terms in the silver list). The user may also download the term list in text format for further use. In addition, terms that are found in the BabelNet dictionary [56] contain a hyperlink to this resource, which provides their translation in many languages.

IV. Future Work

Biomedical Natural Language Processing (BioNLP) is receiving a growing interest from both academia and industrial specialized applications. The specific field of biomedical text mining is one of the most mature domains. Biomedical text mining, of which term extraction is just one area, is providing great advances in terms of widespread availability of expert-annotated text resources, biomedical term banks, and a great number of information extraction components.

Current and future promising trends biomedical natural language processing include the following: to rank a classification of topics of relevance in a text after term identification [63]; detection of different types of bioterms applying semantic roles; indexing of documents to terms and concepts from controlled vocabularies and corpora, as in the case of Multimedica, which may build bioontologies [64] to be applied in other domains, and extracting relationships between biomedical terms (protein or gene relations [65]). Another area of biomedical term extraction research field is the detection of associations between disease concepts and actual disease areas [66], like in the bioontologies mentioned above.

As already covered in the present paper, the first step or phase in most biomedical term identification is to locate mentions of biological entities of interest or terms, in the sense used here. Work in biomedical natural language processing is very much dependent on research in the biomedical sciences, which have recently focused on the study of a set of concepts, like genes, proteins, chemicals, drugs or certain diseases. Tools, like the term extractor and search engine presented here, can be a great help for a more efficient way of finding information in documents, that build up the corpora, and then characterize those concepts so researchers can reach deeper insights into their own domains.

One example of the importance given to this topic is initiatives like BioASQ [67]. This is a European Commission-funded project under the FP7 programme, whose goal is to organize challenges on biomedical semantic indexing and question answering (QA). The challenges include tasks relevant to hierarchical text classification,
machine learning, information retrieval, QA from texts and structured data, multi-document summarization and many other areas.

In the last couple of years, the work in biomedical NLP was dominated by applications of deep learning to: punctuation restoration [68], text classification [69], relation extraction [70] [71] [72] [73], information retrieval [74], and similarity judgments [75], among other exciting progress in biomedical language processing. For a more detailed exploration of recent topics, the BioNLP Annual Workshop [76] covers the most researched and debatable areas.

Term extraction has other applications beyond BioNLP, as is the case with chemical terminology, legal texts, the engineering documentation for the oil & gas industries, or research of new drugs in the pharma industries, just to name but a few.

V. Conclusion

This paper has covered a use case of term extraction in the BioNLP domain, starting form a description of the basic techniques used to the methodology followed in the creation of a multilingual corpus of medical texts for medical term extraction, their morphological annotation and further indexation, the actual term list extraction and the development of an online tool so a user can reach the information and use it for consultation or clarification of the medical term. Three languages were selected: Spanish, Arabic and Japanese, languages so different genetically and typologically, that specific approaches and tools had to be chosen for each of them. This led to identifying several problems for the computational treatment of medical terms in these languages, for example, the lack of language resources in medical NLP for Arabic (either professional texts or electronic dictionaries). In this sense, MultiMedica is a pioneering effort in this Biomedicine domain and for this combination of languages. It has also provided an interesting typological insight into how languages behave within the medical domain. Each of the three languages presented different challenges when developing the extractor: the variation in inflection of Spanish terms, variation in the Arabic writing system or word segmentation in Japanese due to the lack of white spaces between words. Even though the initial steps of creating the corpus, tagging, and development of a medical term list was approximately equal in the three languages, the processing of the texts and the creation of the extractor had to be adapted to the specifics of each language.

Looking into the future it is reasonable to expect that the corpus and online tools may provide the users with a good amount of data for future linguistic research into biomedical discourse and may be used for many other use cases. The term extractor may fulfill terminologists’ and translators’ needs by helping them identify term candidates and finding their equivalents in other languages. In addition, health professionals, in the broad sense, including clinical, pharma or chemical professionals, and medical students could make use of this interface to seek and translate biomedical information online.
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